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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Morris to Host Sixth Celebration of Scholarly Accomplishments
This ongoing event showcases examples of outstanding research and artistic activities undertaken by faculty, staff,
and retirees.
MORRIS, Minnesota (October 17, 2016)—The University of Minnesota, Morris is pleased to present its sixth
Celebration of Scholarly Accomplishments. The event will showcase examples of outstanding research and artistic
activities undertaken by more than 50 faculty, staff, and retirees in the last year.
This year’s celebration will be open to students and the public on Wednesday, November 2, from 10 a.m. until 7
p.m. and on Thursday, November 3, from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m. in the Student Center’s Oyate Hall. All are welcome to
celebrate the academic and creative accomplishments of Morris’s faculty and staff.
“Each year we pause to celebrate the work of our faculty and staff to further our understanding of the world around
us,” says Bart Finzel, vice chancellor for academic affairs and dean. “This annual event demonstrates the remarkable
productivity of their efforts.”
“Faculty at Morris are known not only for their excellence in teaching, but also for their research and artistic
accomplishments,” adds Chancellor Jacqueline R. Johnson. “This event provides a window into that work and
celebrates the academic and creative success that contributes to our national reputation.”
The Celebration of Scholarly Accomplishments is sponsored by the Office of the Chancellor, the Office of the Vice
Chancellor for Academic Affairs and Dean, Rodney A. Briggs Library, and the Grants Development Office. For
more information, please contact the Office of Student Activities, Conferences, and Special Events at 320-589-6080.
View this story electronically.
Through personal and academic discovery, the University of Minnesota, Morris provides opportunities for students
to grow intellectually, engage in community, experience environmental stewardship and celebrate diversity. A
renewable and sustainable educational experience, Morris prepares graduates for careers, for advanced degrees, for
lifelong learning, for work world flexibility in the future, and for global citizenship. Learn more about Morris at
morris.umn.edu or call 888-866-3382.
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